
Love and the Cavonic system 
Understanding the heart has distance speeds at different times than the Eye has to mass 
(Reality). Working in circulatory Systems. Thé consistency is found in thé stomach (été of 

acidity). To stomach root proportions outer mass to outer space adjacency. The Root energy 
squared. Thé time, consistency and variable, is interconnected and sped through Y, the 

subconscious, where (nerve cells) connectivity is given and found base control.  
CO9 



 
Nitrogen, Right Eye, and Brain Capacity  

Space squaring everything by Nitrogen based  
 

X 



Carbon  
Time 

 
Carbon connectivity and the body.  How kinetics translate by protonic weight to adjust the given 

capacities of the human eye:.  
 
Of 7 basic principles.  
N1. Nitrogen to color logic. L+-@6pure form intensity at R1 form  
 
N2. Nitrogen to movement logic. Color velocity at 8xs its weight squared pressure. Factorial 
based systems and light adjacencies to system perplex velocity integrals.  
 
N3. Nitrogen to solid logic.  Aerial pressures at densities square itself around by circular 
proportions unified by time to distance degrees by height. Carbon = light.  
 
N4. Nitrogen to light logic (fluid). C doubled and squared backwards in helium rates to hydrogen 
rations pure form at 6° R1; backwards Matter le°; I2 intensity charges at .06. Matter to light 
system perplex. Surcharge. To membrane at 4. Co1.  
 
N5. Nitrogen to space logic (exponential). :c4 (bq).  
 
N6. Nitrogen to Perspective; crosscurrents (inert weight to concentrations -integral solid mass).  
 
N7 (Z reality). Form. You’re Life [I’d] is divided into timed containers, that will come down and 
square itself; [5x(w] shaping the reality of the indivisible product, yourself.  The indivisible.  
 
What needs to be understood is that there is light in kinetics. Understanding their connectivity to 
water, kinetic energy can be converted to intangible principle. And time can equal gravity. The 
neutron in G=T.  
 
The neutron.  

I:T. Water and [sub] root proportions. Counterweights in blood streams and nutritional level 
basis; eye roots subjectivity to light by subametrics distance to sound speed (s) of corruption, 

based in integral intensities by density (Math) to counter reactive nerve cells in reflective 
processes counter subjected to light (subatomitry, [Ectotomic, hydroqotical and suvaqotic] 

q(-2),pH).  
● Eye basis control. Outer systems clean by Light adjacency to Squared physics, an ol’ 

Principle countersubjunction in Carbon basis magnetism and planetary conjunction 
weights of nutritional value for energy. 

● L.  Molecular form. [sub T]. Dead light (z), dead weight form U.  
 
Subject z weight.  
2 + w + 2.  



● In nitrogen what splits through helium 
● Helium assets to double  
● Splits and separates; ⅓ it’s squared proportions. Energy submits transference to 

proportionate unit mass by will before (-) mile.  
nitrogen then decreases in speed  

● In (memory) forced densities, the diligence life structures that have solicited actual 
nitrate organisms are in one system, that condensified under pressures release 
(serotonin) in nature fields in order to see under reflective states after past state 
existence. Due to its principle (3) 

Solidified pressures harden from: 
● Heart Stomach Heart Stomach Nucleus Stomach 2:1/3  
● Backwards by time because it’s one inert energy found in mechanisms of the heart in 

effect of nitrogen distance 1 organism in order to adapt to Visible light.  
● Heart in ma then released in kinetic Breakage become reflective expansion  
● The retinol Is the time to what you see 
● Converts back, through Y into the membrane then doubles by perplex in space.  
● Inner, оuter, inner of mirrored affects to light 
● Everything starts within  
● The embryo 1=8=, 8=R +4 of female.  

 
I:T  
Angle 6. Because it doubles it splits. Principle light reflection under gravity.  

● Build up in vagina; Acids in clitoris. Same density.  
● Converts Concentrations.  
● Reflective in infrared (3); Acidity.  

 
N1 subcology (Root form U) subject I Integrity by forçe HR-3. Human relativity.  

Nuclear - technology. Psychology Affects has on time. Nutritional value based in heart weight to 
mass from inner terminology (subjection ur) to outer adjacency field FYI of unified time to 
placement field energy (nutronics). Neutralization. Y6 Area fields, subject psychology in male 
(m::2) to nutronical value placement according to light, weight, mass, and energy. Fields of 
corruption. Time speeds to slowed adjacency, inner to outer adjacent fields based in kinetics. 
Unit squared. Area field timed its energy by time management. Nut. Y/1/6; nutronic energy or 
IC. Infrared.  
Subcological velocity in -3 of mega negative. UI Root form systems. Dividend of 3/6 in time. 
Displacement energy unit Y.  
 
Molecular- form weight to mass by value. Handicaps. By time displacement the mass need in 
Root 0-5 of unit light inherits. Prefix before Area squared (birthweight). Suvametrics.  
 
Mechanics- True nutrition in male according to female, weight by mass in [aa] units. [AA]£! 
Weight by metrics.  
 



Aerospace- compacted energy over 1 given aerial field. The universe to subatomitry-metrics.  
 
Male, female English language simplicity - prostitution. 
 

N2 
In 7 visible light factor to 7 atomic mass 

7 am to 7 am 
 

Anatomical of its inert Principle on time and of its connectivity form to base weight (carbon). 
Placement in left eye, left brain, and female proportions.  In infinite circulatory light to 

subametrics (carbon by time)- (geometrics by subatomitry (light q of nerve cells) Distance in 
adjacent force fields. Squared {sub}atomics, and the sun.  

 
N2 the Sun in inertia to force is mass acceleration.  

Nuclear - the sun.  Photonic energy exists in parallel adjacencies that suvdivide molecular 
timeframes to nutritional state of mass. Knowing this, energy 3x its vacancy, its squared 
adjacent- the double helix- (xy) unifies by 1 single cell split in 2 unique squared proportions 
(base weight ; male female). By light matter is ⅓ time of hydrogen to [black] in dark matter, of 
hydrogen to ¾ any lithium square. Subatomic base Weight, height to energy location: unit x.  
 
The sun does not rotate. Based on Subatomic mass, the sun is nerve cell energy consistency, 
however based in protons, proportionate energies do not unify the energy state that takes place 
in inertia without light or subatomic particle to matter base ionic culture of natural nitrate states 
of the hydrogen that creates time itself (to procreate:). For it to be true, Blue is the median or 
vertical alignment and the sun is on an axis; based in weight of helium stored.  
 
The force itself is heat that generates Gravitational pulls around itself. In the same force 
(magnetic pulls) the nucleic acid builds in the membrane and in the nuclear pole divided by its 
dividend, energy itself. Heat the rotational pole. Heat matter is to exist and must be unified by 
basis form (N7. Degrees of fairness); cardiovascular of the Nucleus. Its heat creating mass 
acceleration through the nucleus. The universe in membrane. Based in single cells.  
 
Molecular- hydrogen overdoses in green and identifying systems of photosynthesis itself scales 
root proportion Гр0- ̂. A kinetic need for basis control under moving light in eternity mass of 
infinite within one moving mass under Instance light pressure according to time. I:t. Bonds and 
Breakage points reflect breathing the same in particle connectivity to hydrogen by unit 1 of 
atomic mass.  
 
Mechanics- knowing the earth is on an existing axis, in eye basis i form, parallel itself can never 
be (flat other than the nucleus) [of cells] in order to reach circulatory movements; in rotational 
properties and proportions, areas are allowance curvature per 1, in 2 base proportionate 
factorial ranges. Meaning existing pressure will prioritize at longitudinal adjacency ends.  
 



Aerospace- in same, creation is of its vanishing point (the nucleus) in the retinal cells of its 
reflective matter. Dark energy.  
 
Male, female English language simplicity - whore or “free energy”. 
 

N3 basic time.  
Nuclear - particles and planets in same. Exact. Spatial alignment and aerial degrees form by 
light pressure under massivity conjunction weight counter x. Of base weight. In inner 
subjunction, counterplanetary symmetry collide, attract, and refract back to its inverted 
measurement infer-state (of inferfractures). Base in R1 of Reality- base weight is 1/Y under 
helium (nuclear degree) proportionate unit. Of unified energy. Helium in light under parallel of 
circulatory motion (N2). R/Y chemical principle of A connection.  
 
Molecular- Condensified in in vision, subatomitry and psychology go hand in hand based in root 
proportion, molecular weight can only atomize certain amounts of energy per its light squared as 
the rest gets equivocate to specific absorbance material that introverts negatively to outer 
society based nutrients (nutronics).  
 
Mechanics- in energy, the light times its aqotic pressures times its effect to light (hate) demand 
subsequence to Root energy parallels. Its diameter. The affect (nutrition) is the mechanical base 
weight to light energy that densities go hand in hand to pressure (absorbance in z). 
Condensified pressures stead introvert by electromagnetic proportions to base weight (eternity) 
of electrolytes energy (of the mouth) and its integrity levels (of 3rd degree) in the eyes. Heat is 
the subliminal force itself that reacts by cause to effect the magnetic pulls that light adjacency 
has to time. This exertion energy is the Pollution found in carbon reality, root squares, and other 
subliminal aspects of the eyes to introverted reality (Subatomics). Found in the air.  
 
Aerospace-  magnified consistencies extend introversion to hyperactivity and anatomical weight 
through wiring under Instance pressures that exist (only in the back) to the degree of light that is 
shared between social aspects. Its perspectives go refractive, down, and up and again. Based 
in Law of Wrong, if you look at a tree, the roots force to force out oxygen gravitates in the 
ground by growth practicality of its original origin. The same force goes for hydrolysis; pressures 
that Instance reaction (refraction) base levels root out by corruption. Of introverted energy- and 
between- its base orbits. 
 
Male, female English language simplicity - the wife. 
 

N4 Male energy [malnutrient of subatomic language]. fd^2 
Nuclear - nutritional value. Y. Subametrics in depth perception. -T. In force, the protonic value is 
within X velocity to equal mass by force under its squared system X. The velocity itself is based 
in speed weight of subatomic adjacency Systems by time- its nuclear reactor by Factor c. Equal 
times the energy under its dividend. In xYc. Subatomic Matter= in m (water based nutrients on 
density in s) all light shared of oxygen.  



 
Molecular- hydrochloride oxide. By force renewal. Energy is introverted to density by space in 
negative exponential components (compounds). In nuclear energy the split energy is divided 
between helium, as reactive energy is no more than that in split chemistry of Reality and Space 
lineage of its 3rd degree by valence. Split charges based in blood vessels. Same as milk 
autonomy.  
 
Mechanics- force by frequencies. In light coherence X, factorial ranges blend to force controlled 
systems such as sound. This exerts a powerful influence over subject weight, under control of 
the universe, and within the control of the mouth.  
 
Aerospace- Light by Venus and mars interjunction to earth relativity. Radioactivity to its third 
degree nutritional resource base in density.  Taking inner conjunction and converting it outwards 
towards light.  Based in balance. Understanding kinetic systems are different in all revolving 
systems. And of the same by principle.  
 
Male, female English language simplicity - the witch. [Amsterdam geographical level].  
 

N5 weight, base weight, and I.  
Nuclear - pure pressure in space. Internal influence based on combustion, in user material R, 
force by resource decide form by integral light given both squared proportions of space in time, 
and what its extracts conclude. Kinetics to generative Pressure; birth.  
 
Molecular- nitrogen base storage systems. Distance decides particle corruption to 3rd degree 
influence over the next (in nutritional compound); acts as reactors to fluoride in time squared 
light matter over hydrogen particle conversion to extroverted energy by velocity its squared 
adjacency under light. Reactive times by inert kinetics explode by median- serotonin in (q)- 
conjunction with the nerve cells. Fluidity to air and particle pressure mix charges to valence 
lightwaves in oxygenated logarithmic proportions of certainty. Hyh.  
 
Mechanics- [sub] base energy, xY exertion. In so; solid oxygen.  
 
Aerospace- give me a break; by isotopes and their depths.  

So studying f=ma, the median between objects is the velocity itself, and based on speed 
force (time), spatial relationships of principle are between.. 
 And then breaking it down, the median within speed is not moving at all.. 
And it keeps going.. 
 
So in terms of lightyears and spatial relationships on a larger scale, we are looking at 
depth perception. Which is actually right in front of us in color as opposed to the same 
time.. velocity.  In MT, meaning the smaller we breakdown particles the larger they are in 
exact.  And by seeing what is moving and what is not, the more possible wormholes are 
able to understand. 



 
Because what’s not moving is the door. 
 
So the distance between the heart and the brain do not necessarily run at the same 
speeds. Which idolizes velocity in a sense, and in theory, what science needs to do is 
find the median of the heart, and there’s your root 0-5. Because at 5 is the median on 
1-9 the membrane touches in exact at integral velocity.  

 
Male, female English language simplicity - the virgin. 
 

N6 nuclear gravity.  
Nuclear - nucleic acids. Longevity and the eclipse. To certain degree aerial perspective. 
Hydrogen. In origin. But not forgetting the world revolves around a parallel system, like a 
ballerina on a pole.  
 
Molecular- base proportion from the eyes are in exact the same energy that comes into the 
mind and then translated and converted according to subject belief systems. The parallel itself is 
generate to deconstruction of matter to breakdown space- the truth between truth and illusion, 
and the reflective states that properties go in between.  Difference between life and death, stem 
cells, and nucleic culture (cancer).  
 
Mechanics- subject to change. As development happens, so does time and abandonment to 
time, according to f=c under light control, velocity and the world based in principle 
Enlightenment by Entanglement of its course set.  
 
Aerospace-  because energy consists of (6) of (7) types of energy within one moving masstivity 
system. Therefore time hydrolics are the same magnitude as 3rd degree base levels found 
under the eye and into the sunlight at 100.06877+ its intensity. Where light squares itself.  
 
Male, female English language simplicity - brothel (aerial space).  
 

N7. Nuclear relativity. Love. The right ear. To explode.  
Nuclear - in exact. Love the missing piece of the puzzle that scientist cannot understand, and 
the principle it stakes to dark matter, antimatter, and protons.  
Nucleus squared physics. Velocity to matter.  
 
Molecular- dark matter. Of the subconscious, in one moving mass that enhances awareness by 
the amount of relationship bondage material. Necessary for life and exponential progression.  
 
Mechanics- Love is not given as a sustainable distance within distance but moving forward (the 
anatomical design) and after, the topography, unity can be read between the relationship to 
human and mankind Existence (the nucleus timeframe) itself. Converted to energy to meet 
Matter.  



 
Aerospace- molecular waves are nerve (light) cells, eight in rectangular equal proportion to 
visible light (in root U); are in negative (3) exertion energy of (an eclipse) Squared its principle of 
(7). By axis. Weight. Becomes vertical on angle because equal energy (energy equals energy). 
Chemicals in the brain to neurotic based functions of the brain to nerve cells that energy uses in 
logarithmic proportion in time. Hydronucleic acid is what dissolves nutrients from membrane 
(malfunction) in U at equal energy (le°) or Hell; to third degree disappointments of UI root 
systems. Evolving and involving equal light.  
 
Everything is on an axis to downsize equal pressure, for pressure to exist.  
 
Male, female English language simplicity - relationships of 2 counterweight in family. 
 

(Ц,Щ) 
Past state existence : Pressure absorbance (divided nitrogen/time) 

 


